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Introduction
Extensive integumentary loss requires reconstruction, often with a free flap.
Tumor resection or chronic wound healing are among the most frequent
indications. Standard free flaps offer mainly restoration of integumental
continuity, regain of function and sensation. Thus, they do not act against
primary condition – chronic ischemia, tumor, microangiopathy, and others.
Flap harvesting poses a chance to implement various interventions to improve
quality of a flap or add new features. One of them, biologic brachytherapy
(BB), relies on free flaps enhancement by a transient or permanent genetic
modification that harness flaps cells to produce demanded protein to act
locally.

Materials & Methods
Pubmed, Web of Science and Google Scholar were inquired with following
phrases (until July 2019): biologic brachytherapy, free flap modification, free
flap genetically modified free flaps enhancement/modification. The main
concept of biologic brachytherapy was presented and followed by a
description of published studies. Ultimately new trends and concept for
further research were highlighted. Novel definitions within BB were proposed.

Results
The term of biologic brachytherapy was first proposed and
reported by Michaels J et al in 2005 which relied on ex vivo
perfusion of a rat superficial epigastric flap with adenoviruses
containing LacZ mRNA sequence (Fig. 1A). Previous attempts
were done with direct injection of viruses or plasmid directly to
flap, without fully-controlled ex vivo perfusion. Further studies
concerned different transduction systems or target protein (IL-12,
VEGF, OX-40L, SOD2).

Conclusions
Biologic brachytherapy has not exceeded beyond the preclinical
phase. Despite the low number of conducted studies, the concept
of genetical modifications of free flap tissues was confirmed to
produce locally active agents, as well as limitations of the method
were identified. Future research in the field will focus on the use
of novel tools of genetic engineering (e.g. CRISPR/Cas) and filling
flap with ex vivo (Fig. 1B) genetically modified cells. Additional,
external control over protein expression is demanded – with use
of tet or light induced promoters.
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